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ABSTRACT
Spatial-temporal characteristics and environmental factors regulating the behavior of stormwater
runoff from the Tijuana River in southern California
were analyzed utilizing very high resolution aerial
imagery, and time-coincident environmental and bacterial sampling data. Thirty-nine multispectral aerial
images with 2.1-m spatial resolution were collected
after major rainstorms during 2003-2008. Utilizing
differences in color reflectance characteristics, the
ocean surface was classified into non-plume waters
and three components of the runoff plume reflecting
differences in age and suspended sediment concentrations. Tijuana River discharge rate was the primary factor regulating the size of the freshest plume
component and its shorelong extensions to the north
and south. Wave direction was found to affect the
shorelong distribution of the shoreline-connected
fresh plume components much more strongly than
wind direction. Wave-driven sediment resuspension
also significantly contributed to the size of the oldest
plume component. Surf-zone bacterial samples collected near the time of each image acquisition were
used to evaluate the contamination characteristics of
each plume component. The bacterial contamination
of the freshest plume waters was very high (100% of
surfzone samples exceeded California standards), but
the oldest plume areas were heterogeneous, including both polluted and clean waters. The aerial
imagery archive allowed study of river runoff characteristics on a plume component level, not previously done with coarser satellite images. Our findings suggest that high resolution imaging can quickly
identify the spatial extents of the most polluted
runoff but cannot be relied upon to always identify

I

the entire polluted area. Our results also indicate that
wave-driven transport is important in distributing the
most contaminated plume areas along the shoreline.

INTRODUCTION
Storm and dry weather runoff from coastal metropolitan areas has been increasingly recognized as a
major source of marine pollution. Runoff escaping
into the ocean through storm drains, rivers and
creeks includes bacteria, viruses, and anthropogenic
components from sewage, as well as fuel, oil, break,
tire and asphalt-related compounds from roadways,
and industrial and agricultural substances. Unlike
sewage outfalls that release their wastewater offshore, effluent from storm drains and river mouths is
released directly into the surf zone. The resultant
health hazards cause temporary beach closures and
possible long-term effects on coastal habitats through
the accumulation of pollutants in nearshore sediments.
In southern California (SC) and other arid
coastal regions, stormwater discharge is highly seasonal and episodic, and is associated with turbid
plumes of polluted water emerging from river
mouths after storm events. The climate of southern
California is of the Mediterranean type, with distinct
dry (summer) and wet (winter) seasons. The majority of annual water and sediment loads entering the
ocean from land sources are linked to winter storms
(Inman and Jenkins 1999). The accumulation of pollutants on terrestrial surfaces during the dry season,
which then get swept into the ocean during the first
few annual storms, results in a “First Flush Effect”
that has been well documented with field measurements (Bertrand-Krajewski et al. 1998, Cristina and
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Sansalone 2003, Tiefenthaler and Schiff 2003) and
even from space with satellite imagery (Svejkovsky
and Jones 2001).
Because of the significance of the region’s
stormwater discharges on human health and
nearshore ecosystems, the ability to better understand the spatial extents, concentration, and potential pollution risk of the stormwater discharge
plumes is important. High winds and rough seas
following a storm often make ship-based field sampling of the formed plumes difficult (Nezlin et al.
2007). Additionally, the sampling station grids that
can be reasonably sampled are often not large
enough to contain an entire plume and/or detailed
enough to adequately resolve different characteristics
within it. For this reason, satellite remote sensing
has been used to resolve terrestrial runoff plumes
and relate their patterns to a variety of oceanic and
atmospheric variables.
The most commonly used satellite data for river
plume observations have included images from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA’s) Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR; Prangsma and Roozekrans
1989, Stumpf and Goldschmidt 1992, Stumpf et al.
1993), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA’s) Sea-viewing Wide Fieldof-view Sensor (SeaWiFS; Nezlin and DiGiacomo
2005, Nezlin et al. 2005), and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Miller and
McKee 2004, Warrick et al. 2007, Nezlin et al.
2008). The AVHRR, SeaWiFS, and MODIS provide
imagery at 1-km spatial resolution. MODIS also has
channels with 250-m and 500-m resolutions that can
be useful for observing river plumes. These channels provide significantly increased spatial resolution
but pose problems with corrections of atmospheric
attenuation which is important for any quantitative
assessments. Some researchers have thus used the
250-m imagery only qualitatively from a visual
standpoint (Ahn et al. 2005). Others have extended
the MODIS 1-km atmospheric correction algorithm to
the 500-m channels (Shutler et al. 2007) or utilized a
simple clear water “dark pixel” subtraction method on
a single 250-m channel (Miller and McKee 2004).
Some work has also been done using satellite sensors
with higher spatial resolutions such as Landsat
Thematic Mapper (30 m; Lira et al. 1997), and SPOT
(10 m; Ouillon et al. 1997). Although the increased
spatial resolution provides vastly greater structural
detail within the plume signatures, the relatively low

satellite revisit frequency (approximately twice per
month), makes image availability after a storm event
a major limitation. Imagery from these and similar
sensors is also more difficult to calibrate and correct
for atmospheric attenuation.
Previous post-storm studies of the SC region
have utilized 1-km resolution multispectral imagery
from SeaWiFS and MODIS. The studies examined
satellite signatures around several major SC
stormwater runoff sources and reached a number of
general conclusions: the plume size estimated from
the backscattering coefficient was highly correlated
with the amount of rainwater precipitated over the
entire watershed area and accumulated during the
period preceding the plume (Nezlin and DiGiacomo
2005); the discharges tended to be advected southward, with alongshore movement being more prevalent than across-shore transport, remained clearly
distinguishable as a water mass for at least five days,
and appeared to be primarily forced by wind stress
(Warrick et al. 2007); the influence of tidal circulation on the plume area was insignificant (Nezlin and
DiGiacomo 2005). The former studies generally utilized a backscattering limit value to make a binary
“plume” vs. “no plume” classification for the
region’s waters (e.g., Nezlin et al. 2008). This
approach, coupled with the relatively coarse spatial
resolution of the satellite imagery (1000 m),
obscured potentially important details of structure
and suspended sediment load patterns within the
plumes. The spatial resolution limitation also tended
to blend numerous point source discharges from
sources near the dominant discharge into one coherent “plume”, thus distorting the spatial extents and
apparent transport of the actual discharge signatures
from sources targeted by the studies.
Tracking plumes from aircraft provides much
higher spatial resolution than satellite imagery. A
number of river plume and wastewater investigations
have been done using aerial photography (St. John
and Pond 1992, Ruffin 1998, da Silva et al. 2002)
and videography (Webster et al. 2004). Digital multispectral imagery was also utilized by Jorgensen and
Edelvang (2000) to map suspended sediment concentrations and aid in hydrodynamic modeling. These
previous studies generally related field-collected
parameters to a single image set or a very limited
number of aerial images, thus limiting their observations of the discharge rate, and atmospheric and
plume composition parameters existing at a particular point in time. To date, no long-term aerial imag-
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ing database has been available for examining the
response of a river discharge plume to different
atmospheric and oceanic conditions.
Since 2003, Ocean Imaging Corporation has
been providing aerial remote sensing imagery of
shoreline and offshore discharges in southern San
Diego County as part of the regional water quality
monitoring program. The project utilizes Ocean
Imaging’s multispectral aerial sensor which, when
flown at an altitude of 3800 m provides 2.1-m spatial
resolution data in 4 spectral bands. The aerial
imagery was collected on a relatively regular schedule (approximately every 10 days), but additional
acquisitions were also made following storm events.
The imagery included the coastal region surrounding
the Tijuana River (TJR) mouth – one of the most
contaminated and polluting runoff sources in
California (SCCWRP 1992, SDCDEH 2007). The
archived aerial image data thus provide uniquely
detailed and relatively frequent documentation of the
TJR plume patterns. In addition to resolving intensity variations within the plume in great detail, the
imagery also allows direct observations of other variables such as wave direction. This archive was used
to relate the plume’s distribution patterns to various
oceanic and atmospheric forcing parameters at spatial resolutions not possible with satellite data. Surf-

zone bacterial samples available at high spatial and
temporal frequency over the entire study area
enabled us to examine the contamination characteristics of the runoff plume components. Thus the
potential for directly using high resolution aerial
imaging to establish public health risk beach closure
boundaries was also investigated.

Tijuana River Watershed
The TJR watershed is approximately 4465 km2
in size. It straddles the United States and Mexico
border, with about 72% in Mexico and 28% in the
United States. More than 70% of its area is undeveloped. Near its terminus in the Pacific Ocean, the
watershed’s streams enter an urbanized area, mostly
within the Tijuana, Mexico metropolis (Figure 1).
Within this area, 40% of the watershed’s channels
are unlined, while 60% constitute of concrete channels. The final 8 km are again natural, passing
through the TJR Estuary and emptying into the
ocean through a single opening. Four major
dammed reservoirs above the urbanized region capture an estimated 70% of the watershed’s runoff volume (Englert 1997). Most of the runoff actually
reaching the ocean therefore originates in the urbanized section of the watershed.
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Figure 1. The Tijuana River watershed with urbanized regions shaded in dark grey.
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During the dry season (approximately April
through September) no, or only minimal, flow tends
to reach the TJR Estuary and no appreciable discharge thus enters the ocean. Following rain events,
however, the TJR discharges excess runoff into the
ocean in a highly turbid plume, readily discernible in
aerial imagery. In addition to high suspended solids
concentrations, the runoff waters have been repeatedly shown to contain high levels of toxic contaminants (Gersberg et al. 2004), bacteria, and hepatitis
and enteroviruses (Gersberg et al. 2006). Public
health hazards posed by the TJR effluent result in
beach advisory postings or downright closures for up
to 4 km or more northward along the U.S. shoreline
and lasting from several days to weeks. The closures
are enacted by the San Diego County Department of
Environmental Health (SDCDEH) who base their
decisions on exceedances of AB 411 Standards
(State Water Resources Control Board 2005) of indicator microorganisms in water samples collected in
the surf zone.
The frequent shoreline contamination problems
associated with stormwater runoff from the TJR
prompted the U.S. to construct the International
Wastewater Treatment Plant (IWTP), which began
operation in January, 1999. Each day the plant
processes approximately 95 million liters of sewage
from Tijuana’s sewer system to advanced primary
level and discharges it into the Pacific Ocean
through an offshore outfall. The plant is connected
to the TJR directly through a diverter channel system
above the TJR Estuary, which diverts up to 49 million liters per day of flow from the river into the
plant for treatment. The diverter system thus delays
somewhat the initial entry of runoff into the estuary
and the ocean following a storm, and lessens the
total volume of effluent entering the ocean during
the TJR active flow. Although the benefit of the
IWTP on the region’s shoreline contamination is a
continuing point of contention, recent analysis did
find some decrease in bacterial exceedances at surfzone sampling stations near the TJR mouth
(Gersberg et al. 2008).

METHODS
Aerial Imagery
The multispectral imagery was acquired with a
Digital Multispectral Camera (DMSC-Mk2) aerial
imager manufactured by SpecTerra Ltd. in Australia.
Thirty-nine images were collected during rain sea-

sons from February 2003 to February 2008. The
DMSC collects 1024 by 1024 pixel image frames at
12-bit radiometric resolution with 4 separate camera
channels whose imaging wavelength can be customized with narrow-band interference filters. For
this analysis, a filter combination of
451/551/640/675 nm was utilized. The bandwidth for
all channels was 10 nm, centered on the given wavelength. The imagery was acquired at an altitude of
3810 m, resulting in spatial resolution of 2.1 m. The
system is integrated with a differential GPS/Inertial
Measurement Unit, allowing automatic geo-referencing of the captured image frames.
The imagery was collected along overlapping
(by 40%) flight lines flown from west to east, with
60% image frame overlap. Flight times were chosen
to minimize sun glint effect by imaging during 20°35° sun angles. Most of the image acquisitions were
done in the afternoon but some were done in the
morning, as is discussed further below.
Following acquisition, the image frames were
merged together to form a single image. The individual frames were first corrected for vignetting effects
and approximately 25% of the perimeter of each
frame was discarded. The trimmed image frames
were then merged together using a “feathering” routine in Earth Resources Data Analysis System
(ERDAS) image processing software. Although it
was possible to radiometrically calibrate each data
set with an in-flight and post-flight calibration routine utilizing a white Teflon standard target, this procedure was not performed during many of the earlier
archived overflights. Therefore, an alternate calibration method had to be used to allow direct comparisons between images acquired on different days and
at different times. A number of calibration methods
have been devised and evaluated for multispectral
aerial imagery. These include normalization to a
spectrally flat target (Schott et al. 1988, Ben-Dor et
al. 1994), empirical relationships between radiance
and reflectance (Dwyer et al. 1995), and radiative
transfer models. Radiative transfer models require
measurements or approximations of atmospheric
variables at the time of data acquisition and empirical relationships require ground reflectance measurements of targets within the imaged area, neither of
which were available for the Tijuana River image
data. Thus the normalization approach was
optioned, and a grey concrete runway located at an
airfield just inland of the TJR mouth was used as a
standardization target. Concrete surfaces have been
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shown to represent suitable image normalization targets at visible wavelengths in previous studies
(Staenz and Itten 1982, Lawless et al. 1998). After
examining the digital number (DN) values of the
runway in several representative images, a 625 m2
portion was used as the calibration target. An image
with the target’s DN values in each wavelength
channel falling within the midrange of values of all
other images was chosen as the normalization standard. For each image set, the mean DN values of the
target were then computed and the entire image was
scaled to the standard values on a channel by channel basis. The intent was to equalize the overall
intra-image brightness differences due to differences
in sun angle and atmospheric conditions.
The effectiveness of the procedure was tested by
recomputing the runway brightness over a larger area
in each image as well as computing the average
brightness of three differently colored flat building
roofs along the shoreline. Mean DN values and
standard error are shown in Table 1 and indicate that
the calibration procedure was quite effective in normalizing the intra-image reflectance brightness
range, which allowed for quantitative image-toimage DN profile comparisons.
The ocean regions of each image were then classified to separate the TJR plume from surrounding
“clear” water and to differentiate the plume waters
into several classes based on their spectral differences. Through experimentation, a threshold
approach was found using different channel ratios to
be the most effective and robust. Past analysis of the
image data as well as extensive visual observations

of TJR outflows during aircraft overflights indicated
that the TJR plume tends to be composed of three
components with distinctly different color (i.e., spectral reflectance) characteristics. The spectral contrast
of each plume component was further enhanced by
comparing band-to-band ratios, specifically 551/451
nm, 640/451 nm and 675/451 nm, or using the
451/551/640 nm bands as RGB components in a
color image. The distinct changes in spectral
reflectance were most likely due to time-dependant
precipitation of specific size and material composition suspended sediment particles. The best fitting
ratio thresholds for separating non-plume waters
from the plume and distinguishing the three classes
within the plume were determined on a subset of
images, then the classification procedure was applied
to the entire image data set. Ocean surface was
assigned to one of four classes: “clean ocean”, “old
plume” (OP), “old plume core” (OC), and “fresh
plume core” (FC). The threshold values are shown
in Table 2. Plume water was assigned to one of
three classes because this number of classes represented the most robust ratio changes over the entire
image set and coincided with visually distinct color
changes in the RGB images. A final image processing step was the application of a 300-m mask along
the shoreline to eliminate whitewater areas in the
surfzone and exposed sand due to tidal differences.

Environmental Data
Tijuana River discharge data were obtained from
the International Boundary Waters Commission’s
database in the form of daily flow rates. The daily
rate was measured at a flow gauge located down-

Table 1. Mean DN values and standard error (σ) for each DMSC channel used for image-to-image calibration.
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Table 2. Band-to-band ratios used to establish wavelength thresholds (X) used for image classification.
Plume Class

stream from the IWTP diverter, immediately before
the TJR enters the estuary.
Wave height and direction data were obtained for
the buoy 46086 (32°29'54" N; 117°59'57" W; depth
1856.2 m) owned and maintained by National Data
Buoy Center (NDBC; http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov).
Wind direction and velocity were also available from
this sampling platform. The buoy is located offshore, 81 km due west of the TJR terminus. Our
analysis of the influence of wave height on the
plume size (Ew) was based on Equation 1.
(1)
where W is the wave height measured at the buoy, t
is the time interval between the W measurement and
the plume area size and Kw is the “forgetting factor”.
According to this coefficient, the influence of wave
height decreased with time in accordance with an
exponential equation with negative power coefficient. The coefficient Kw was estimated on the basis
of maximum correlation between the plume size and
the wave height effect
accumulated during 10
days before the flight (the contribution of waves
after a period >10 days was considered negligible).
Out of 39 images, only 36 were used for this analysis because wave data were available only after
November 2003.
Tidal fluctuation data were obtained from the
NOAA “Tides and Currents” website managed by
the Center for Operational Oceanographic Products
and Services (CO-OPS). The tidal level was measured at hourly time intervals in San Diego (station
ID: 9410170 located at 32°42’48” N, 117°10’24” W)
in meters referred to Mean Lower-Low Water
(MLLW) datum level. This study’s analysis of the
influence of tidal circulation on the plume size was
based on the following model. It was assumed that
each ebb tide contributes to the plume size and that

this influence (Et) is proportional to the difference
between high (Hh) and low (Hl) tides (tidal prism).
The effect of each ebb tide (Et) decreases with time
interval between the ebb tide and the observation (t
in days) according to Equation 2.
(2)
The “forgetting factor” Kt was estimated on the
basis of maximum correlation between the plume
size and the accumulated tide effect
during 10
days before the flight.
Wind speed and direction were obtained at
NDBC offshore buoy 46086 and from a station within the Tijuana Estuary, maintained as part of the
National Estuarine Research Reserve System
(http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/QueryPages/realtime.cfm
?Station_Code=tjrtlmet). The station is located in
the estuary 2000 m north of the TJR terminus. The
wind sensor is located on a 3.5 m high aluminum
tower, corresponding to 7.5 m above sea level. Prior
to July 2006 hourly wind values were available from
averaged measurements taken every five seconds.
After that date, 15-minute wind values are available.
Hourly speed and direction were derived from the
15-minute data by averaging the preceding 4 data
values for each hour.

Bacterial Data
Shoreline bacterial sampling results were
obtained from the SDCDEH. The SDCDEH personnel collect water samples within the surf zone at
established sampling locations (Figure 2) in ankle to
knee deep water, 4 to 6 inches below the surface
(SDCDEH 2007). The SDCDEH Public Health
Laboratory then utilized the Multiple-tube
Fermentation method to detect concentrations of total
coliforms, fecal coliforms and enterococci. This
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Figure 2. MODIS 1-km true-color image (A) composed of bands 9 (blue), 12 (green) and 13 (red) and MODIS 500250-m merge true-color image (B) composed of bands 4 (blue), 3 (green) and 1 (red) of the Tijuana River plume on
February 24, 2005. Corresponding DMSC 2.1-m aerial image using 451/551/640-nm channels (C) and plume classification (D). Kelp growth is shown in green, DEH shoreline bacterial sampling locations are shown in red,
Tijuana Estuary NERR Meteorological station location is shown in yellow.

method produced results after a 24- to 96-hour incubation period. The SDCDEH also utilized the
Enterolert test method for analyses of enteroccoci bacteria, which produces results in 24 hours. As a beach
closure indicator, the California State Water Board
“AB 411 Standards” (State Water Resources Control
Board 2005) was used. The stations were classified
as polluted when the FIB counts in single sample
were either >10000 most probable number
(MPN)/100 ml for total coliforms, >400 MPN/100 ml
for fecal coliforms, or >104 MPN/100 ml for enterococci.
Using each bacterial sample as an indicator of
microbial contamination in nearshore waters around
its sampling location allowed us to evaluate the con-

tamination characteristics of each effluent plume
class in the aerial imagery. To assess the possibility
of directly utilizing the classified imagery for predicting beach closure extents around the TJR mouth,
the following accuracy assessments were used: total
accuracy (the percentage of correctly classified stations); commission error for “polluted” and “clean”
stations (the chance to erroneously include a polluted
station into the clean class or a clean station into the
polluted class); and omission error (the chance to
miss including a polluted station in the “polluted”
class or miss including a clean station in the “clean”
class). Details can be found in Congalton and Green
(1999) and Lillesand et al. (2004).
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RESULTS
The 2.1-m resolution aerial imagery provided an
important increase in detail over 1-km resolution
MODIS or SeaWiFS satellite imagery used in previously published studies of runoff plumes in SC and
elsewhere. Figure 2 shows a representative example
of the aerial imagery and resulting plume classifications, as well as 1-km and 250-m MODIS image
data from the same day. Figure 2 A and B shows
color composites of MODIS’ 1-km and 500/250-m
bands. In Figure 2B, the 500-m data were “pan
sharpened” with the 250-m band in ArcGIS software.
This procedure resulted in the most spatial detail
obtainable from MODIS imagery, but is difficult to
use quantitatively due to difficulties in calibration
and image-to-image normalization. The two most
significant sources of error in defining the plume
boundaries from satellite data are the spatial integration of plume intensities into 1 km (or 500 m) pixels
and the contamination of nearshore pixels by land
areas partially contained in such pixels. The spatial
integration effect can erroneously increase or
decrease the core plume area. Shoreline contamination tends to increase the apparent longshore extents
of the plume signatures, making it difficult to correctly define the plume edges and obscuring potentially important intensity variations within the plume in
areas closest to shore. In addition to providing significantly increased detail of the plume features, the aerial
data also provide greatly increased geolocation accuracy, which is important for spatially comparing fieldgathered samples to the plume features.

Correlation between Plume Area and Daily
Tijuana River Discharge
The TJR discharge rate (as measured on the day
of the image acquisition) was the primary factor
affecting plume size. This discharge explained 50 to
75% of the size of different parts of the plume (Table
3). Maximum correlation (R2 = 0.75) was observed
between the discharge and the size of “fresh plume
core” (FC). The FC plume component exhibited a
negative linear regression intercept. This can be
explained by the buffering effect of the Tijuana
River estuary, which can be expected to hold and
absorb a portion of the incoming runoff volume.
The FC discharge was observed only when the TJR
discharge rate measured at the TJR entrance into the
estuary exceeded 0.30 m3 s-1 (this value corresponds
to 26 million liters per day). It must be noted that
these rates represent runoff volume actually entering

the estuary. Since the flow diverter above the estuary diverts up to 40 million liters of flow into the
IWTP for processing, no flow will enter the estuary
at the onset of a rain event until the upstream flow
exceeds the diverter capacity. Likewise, subsequent
flow into the estuary from upstream is correspondingly decreased by the diverter capacity.
The size of the older portions of the plume (OC
and OP) was regulated by processes other than the
TJR discharge. The inclusion of OC and OP into the
total plume area decreased the correlation with TJR
discharge. Adding the older plume components also
caused the regression intercept to become positive
(i.e., these plume components were observed even
during no active TJR discharge). Under no discharge conditions, the plume area covered by the
core portions (FC and OC) was 0.35 km2, while the
area of the entire plume (including FC, OC and OP)
was significantly larger (5.67 km2). It thus appears
that while the fresh (FC) plume component is directly linked to the TJR discharge, the older portions of
the plume are enhanced by other processes such as
sediment resuspension in the surf zone and perhaps
by tidal ventilation from the estuary.
Including the TJR discharge measured the day
prior to image acquisition did not improve the correlation, because the correlation between discharge
during the day of flight and the previous day discharge was very high (R2 = 0.9915).

Correlation between Plume Area and Wave
Height
No correlation was found between the accumulated effect of wave height (Ew; Equation 1) and the
FC plume component (Figure 3, Curve 1). Similarly,
the influence of wave height on OC was small
(Figure 3, Curve 2). The old (OP) plume component
Table 3. Linear regression statistics between TJR discharge (m3 s-1) and the size (m2) of plume including the
classes: fresh core (FC), old core (OC), and old plume
(OP). All regression equations were statistically significant (P <0.001).
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Because storms are generally associated with
both large waves and rainfall, it could be argued that
the correlation between TJR overall plume size and
wave height was fully or partially due to large river
discharges occurring simultaneously with large wave
conditions. To check this hypothesis, the same correlation methodology was used to compare wave
height to TJR discharge. The correlation was small
and insignificant (Figure 3, curve 4).

Correlation R

area, however, was highly correlated (R2 = 0.3601)
with Ew (Figure 3, Curve 3). Maximum correlation
corresponded to the forgetting factor Kw= 0.4 day-1.
This corresponds to OP decreasing in size by a factor
of 2.71 (i.e., exp(1)) during 2.5 days (i.e., daily
decrease of the OP area was by a factor ~0.67). These
results were interpreted as indicating that a large part
of the OP area resulted from wave-caused sediment
resuspension, which did not last for a long time.

Forgetting Factor (Kt)
Figure 4. Correlation between the size of fresh core (1),
old core (2) and old plume (3) and tidal effect calculated
using different “forgetting factors” (Kt). Horizontal
dashed line indicates the 90% confidence level of correlation coefficient at n = 39.

Correlation R

more persistent than the old portion; size decreased
by a factor of 2.71 over 3.33 days for FC and over
1.11 days for OC (the first value was comparable to
the forgetting factor for wave height effect Kw). The
influence of tides on OC and FC was small (R2 was
0.072 and 0.059, respectively). It was concluded
that only 6 to 7% of the plume core area can be
explained by tidal effects.

Alongshore Plume Distribution
Forgetting Factor (Kw)
Figure 3. Correlation between the size of fresh core (1),
old core (2) and old plume (3) and wave height effect
calculated using different “forgetting factors” (Kw).
Dashed-dot curve (4) shows the correlation between the
wave height effect and the TJR discharge. Horizontal
dashed line indicates the 95% confidence level of correlation coefficient at n = 36.

Correlation between Plume Area and Tidal
Circulation
The correlation between tidal effect (Et; Equation
2) and plume size was much lower than the effect of
waves. Only the correlation coefficients for FC and
OC were close to 90% confidence level (Figure 4).
The forgetting factor (Kt) resulted in maximum correlation was 0.3 day-1 for FC and 0.8 day-1 for OC.
This implies that the fresh portion of the plume was

The TJR plume alongshore extension was proportional to its area. The plume extended more to
the south than to the north or offshore. This conclusion is based on the linear relationship (with zero
intercept) between the plume area (S) and the plume
extension to the north (En) and south (Es) using the
equation E = A * sqrt( S ), where A is a coefficient
(Table 4). The coefficients characterizing the relationship between the plume area and the plume
extension to the south were larger than to the north,
indicating southward plume propagation. For the
total plume area (FC+OC+OP) these coefficients
were apparently underestimated, because the old portion of the plume extended beyond the image limits
for approximately one-half of the data sets. After
exclusion of these observations, the coefficients A
increased. Assuming the hypothesis that the plume
tends to extend equally in all directions, the plume
shape was expected to be a half circle with radius E
and area S; as such, the coefficient A = sqrt(2/π) =
~0.8. The observed coefficients A for northward (En)
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Wave Direction - Buoy

Table 4. Linear (with zero intercept) regression between
the square function of the plume size and plume extension to the north (N) and to the south (S). Plume classes: fresh core (FC), old core (OC), and old plume (OP).
Statistics: slope (A), coefficient of determination (R2),
number of observations (n).

Wave Direction - Image

plume distribution were close to this expected value.
For southward plume distribution (Es), the observed
coefficients A were higher than expected, indicating
that the TJR plume tended to be retained in the
nearshore zone to the south from the TJR mouth,
rather than propagating offshore.
To investigate a possible relationship between
the plume’s alongshore propagation and wave direction, wave direction measurements at the NDBC
buoy 46086, averaged over six hours prior to image
acquisition, were used. Because the buoy is located
approximately 80 km offshore from the TJR mouth,
it was important to verify that the directions measured at the offshore locations corresponded to subsequent wave fields affecting the TJR plume. Since
many of the high resolution aerial image sets directly
revealed wave signatures, the image-observed wave
directions were compared with wave directions
measured at the buoy. Because some images provided clearer wave signatures than others (likely related
to wave height) the image-derived observations were
graded on a confidence of 0 - 4 (0 = Low, 4 = High).
The comparison results are shown in Figure 5. It was
concluded that there is good correspondence between
the six-hour mean wave direction measured at the
buoy and subsequent wave direction observed directly
from the imagery (R2 = 0.988), especially when the
accuracy confidence of the direct observations was
high.

Figure 5. Correlation between the wave direction measured at the offshore buoy and the wave direction estimated from the image. The numbers (0 - 4) indicate the
quality (accuracy) of the wave direction estimated from
the imagery (0 = Low; 4 = High).

Using the buoy-derived wave direction, its
potential effect on alongshore (i.e., north-south) distribution of the TJR plume was examined. Because
the OP area extended past the imaged area boundaries in a large number of available images, only the
distribution of the plume’s core components (FC and
OC combined) was addressed. Fourteen images containing FC and/or OC signatures were available for
analysis. The study found that the core components
exhibit influence of wave direction (Figure 6).
Waves from the northwest corresponded to longer
southward extensions of the plume’s core areas,
while waves traveling from a southwestern direction
generally corresponded to the plume’s core being
more northward directed. Waves directed from a
westerly direction (i.e., more perpendicular to the
coast) corresponded to the plume’s core being more
evenly distributed in both directions around the river
mouth. The most common wave direction affecting
the TJR shoreline was between approximately 275°
and 290°, i.e., from the westnorthwest, corresponding to the plume’s core area most commonly having
a southward distribution bias.
The study also examined the relationship
between wind direction and the plume’s core components’ alongshore distribution. Winds from the
Tijuana Estuary station exhibited a persistent diur-
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Figure 6. Area of FC and OC plume components (km2) to the north (positive) and to the south (negative) related
to wave direction measured at NDBC buoy 46086 (averaged over six hours prior to image acquisition). AM/PM
refers to time of day when the imagery was acquired.

nal pattern; during the night they were relatively
light (<1 m s-1) and easterly, corresponding to a
“land breeze”. After sunrise, between approximately 8 and 11 a.m. local time, they reversed direction
and simultaneously increased in velocity, corresponding to a characteristic daytime “sea breeze”.
The winds reverted back to a land breeze after sundown. The same diurnal cycle was also apparent in
wind data from Lindbergh Field Airport, 19.5 km
north of the estuary. However, the diurnal effect
was not apparent in wind records from the offshore
buoy 46086. Also, with available imagery, a directional difference between winds at the shoreline stations and winds at the offshore buoy was observed:
the dominant wind direction for the 39 days was
northwesterly at the buoy, but southwesterly to
westerly at the Tijuana Estuary station and at
Lindbergh Field. Figure 7 shows the relation
between wind direction and alongshore plume core
distribution. The wind values represent four-hour
averages prior to the time of each image. This time
interval was chosen because longer time intervals
for the afternoon image acquisitions would span
through the diurnal direction (and velocity) shift
and thus distort the true wind direction of the
stronger daytime winds. Images acquired in the
morning hours generally correspond to easterly
winds, but do not show a clear directional bias in

plume direction. During the daytime sea breeze
phase, the plume area distribution also had no correspondence to the wind direction. The correlation
resulted between plume distribution (as represented
by percentage of total core area directed southward
of the river mouth), and wave and wind direction
are shown in Figure 8. As noted, there was good
correlation of the alongshore plume distribution
with wave direction, but no significant correlation
with wind direction as measured by the nearby
Tijuana Estuary sampling station.
Figure 9 shows two examples when the wave
and wind fields existing before the image acquisition
were in opposing directions. In each case the core
plume components were strongly directed upcoast or
downcoast corresponding to the direction of the
wave field and opposite to the wind.
This study also considered utilizing High-frequency (HF) Radar surface current data from the San
Diego Ocean Observing System (SDCOOS) to
assess the influence of surface currents on the plume
dynamics. However, the unavailability of the data in
digital format, as well as the generally recognized limitation of HF radar-derived current accuracies very
close to shore, negated the possibility for analysis of
the imaged plume patterns relative to HF radar data.
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Figure 9. Plume distribution, wave direction (six-hour average) and hourly wind vector on January 4, 2006 (A - C)
and March 3, 2004 (D - F). Plume is shown as a grey-scale rendition of 451/551/640-nm composite image (A, D),
and as classified into plume classes (B, E). Arrows at A, B, D, E indicate wave direction. Star symbol indicates
TJR mouth and black dot shows location of Tijuana Estuary NERR wind measurement station. The bottom panels (D, F) show the diurnal variations of hourly wind velocity and direction, and the time of image acquisition.

TJR Plume Extents and Shoreline Bacterial
Pollution
The concentrations of indicator bacteria were
highest in the FC plume area and gradually
decreased with the age of plume components (Figure
10). The shoreline areas encompassed in the plume
core classes, OC and FC, tended to have significant-

ly increased bacteria concentrations, with the FC
area always exceeding AB 411 standards (Table 5).
The OP region showed much greater variability, but
tended to contain lower bacteria concentrations than
the core areas, especially enterococci. Ocean waters
classified as non-plume exhibited the lowest overall
bacteria concentrations.
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A)
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C)

Figure 10. Bacterial contamination at the surf-zone
sampling stations associated with the different plume
classes. Box-whisker plots show medians, first and
third quartiles, minima and maxima of total coliforms
(A), fecal coliforms (B), and Enterococcus (C) in the
fresh core (FC), old core (OC), old plume (OP), and
ocean. Dashed lines indicate the California State Water
Board AB 411 Standards exceedance limits.

The accuracy of bacterial pollution detection
using plume characteristics illustrates a significant,
but loose correlation between plume optical characteristics and bacterial counts (Table 6). The accuracy
and error statistics were estimated on the basis of
different combinations of plume classes derived from

the aerial imagery (FC only, FC + OC, etc.) as ‘‘predicted’’ values versus shoreline bacterial sample
counts as ‘‘observed’’ values. It is evident from
these statistics, that a beach closure along the
beach section in contact with the plume’s FC component would never be an unnecessary closure (0%
commission error) because all samples within FC
exceed California standards. However, not including other older portions of the plume in the closure
boundary resulted in 81.5% omission of polluted
sample locations, and thus is inadequate in minimizing public health risk. Conversely, including
the entire plume area in the closure boundary
results in only 3.3% omission of polluted waters
(only 3 out of 92 shoreline samples were located
outside the total plume area). However, this option
also resulted in 61.6% omission of unpolluted
areas, i.e., a >60% overextension of necessary closure boundaries. Including only the two plume
core classes to guide closure boundaries results in
commission and omission errors between the two
extremes.

DISCUSSION
Different portions of the TJR plume, which are
believed to be related to different time spans following discharge, were accurately separated and mapped
with the airborne imagery based on spectral
reflectance differences. Size of the most recently
discharged effluent component within the TJR plume
(FC) resulted directly from the TJR discharge volume, while the size of the “older” portions of the
plume (OC and OP) was also regulated by factors
other than the TJR freshwater flow, primarily wave
resuspension. The different spectral reflectance
properties of the “older” plume portions indicated
lower concentrations of suspended sediment in those

Table 5. Number of stations classified as Polluted or Clean based on arial imagery among observed plume classes:
Fresh Core (FC), Old Core (OC), and Old Plume (OP). Observed plume classes were based on bacterial sampling.
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Table 6. Accuracy and error assessments of classification of coastal stations as Polluted and Clean on the basis
of aerial imagery (Table 5). Values for FC were calculated with the assumption that only stations in this plume
class were Polluted and stations in all other plume classes were Clean. Values for FC + OC were calculated with
the assumption that stations in the FC and OC plume classes were Polluted and stations in the other other classes, No Plume and OP, were Clean. Values for FC + OC + OP were calculated with the assumption that stations in
all three plume classes were Polluted and stations in the “No plume” class were clean. Plume classes: Fresh Core
(FC), Old Core (OC), and Old Plume (OP).

waters. Previous field studies of stormwater runoff
plumes from rivers in southern California have
shown that a large percentage of the initial suspended sediment load entering the ocean is quite rapidly
precipitated out of the plume (Warrick and Milliman
2003; Warrick et al. 2004a,b). The precipitation
process alters the particle composition and size characteristics of the plume waters as they disperse from
the river outlet. The gradual precipitation in turn
alters the effluent’s spectral reflectance characteristics which are apparent in this study’s imagery.
Therefore it is believed that the defined classes within the TJR plume reflect the relative age of each
plume section. From multiple sequential flight observations, it is estimated that the FC and OC portions
represent effluent reaching the ocean within 12 to 36
hours, while the effluent within the OP component is
likely a combination of >2 day-old TJR discharge
and sediments resuspended by surf waves.
The relationship between the plume area and the
alongshore plume extension indicates that the plume
tends to be retained in the nearshore zone, most
commonly downcoast, rather than propagating offshore. This observation is in agreement with
Warrick et al.’s (2007) observations of Southern
California river plumes with satellite imagery.
Wave direction affected the shorelong distribution of the plume’s core components. The possible
influence of waves on the shorelong transport of
river plumes has generally not been investigated in
previous studies. It is recognized that along the SC
coastline waves approaching the shore from the west
or northwest are likely to yield down-coast surf zone
currents, while waves from the south or southwest
are likely to yield up-coast surfzone currents (Inman

and Brush 1973, Kim et al. 2004). Studies of salinity and fecal indicator bacteria concentrations in
runoff effluent from the Santa Ana River in southern
California indicate that contaminants tend to be
transported parallel to shore by wave-driven currents
(Ahn et al. 2005). This corresponds with the present
study’s findings that the upcoast/downcoast distribution of the FC and OC plume components, which
exhibited the highest bacteria concentrations and
usually encompassed the surf zone, correlate well
with wave direction. In the TJR case, the wave
influence was likely further enhanced by the shallow
alluvial fan topography in front of the TJR mouth
(Inman and Brush 1973).
The present study found no correlation between
wind direction and plume core alongshore distribution. This finding may appear inconsistent with earlier studies of river runoff plumes that identified
wind forcing as the dominant plume driving factor.
For example, Walker et al. (2005) found the
Mississippi River’s plume to be very responsive to
wind direction, and to reverse direction around the
river delta rapidly upon the passage of wind-reversing cold fronts. Warrick et al. (2007) studied several
SC river stormwater plumes and found that subsequent to the initial discharge momentum, the plumes’
advection was dominated by winds. Piñones et al.
(2005) linked alongshore river plume motion to
wind-induced diurnal variability through salinity
variations at a coastal station. These and other studies linking river plume distribution to wind forcing
defined the runoff plume based on field sample grids
extending out several kilometers from shore and
used AVHRR, SeaWiFS or MODIS satellite imagery
to visualize the plume patterns. It is believed that
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the lack of wind forcing influence in the present
study’s observations was due to the size difference
and nearshore location of the features studied. In the
previous investigations “plume signatures” in the
satellite imagery were identified as the total area of
distinctly elevated turbidity – i.e., the entire area
encompassed by FC, OC and OP classes in the present study’s aerial imagery. No effort was made to
further subdivide the overall turbid region into subplume components. The overall plume signatures
were commonly 10 to ≥50 km in length and extend 5
to ≥10 km offshore. Additionally, after major
storms, turbidity signatures from multiple nearby
point sources tended to be inseparable in the coarse
resolution satellite imagery, thus enhancing the overall size of the “plume” feature. In contrast, the
plume core signatures of the TJR plume in the high
resolution aerial imagery that the present study
examined with respect to wind and wave direction
rarely extended offshore past 500 to 700 m and
were anchored to the shore through the surf zone.
Unlike the older offshore-distributed plume areas,
the plume core components were restricted to much
shallower waters near the surf zone, where wave
energy can be expected to have more significant
directional effects.
Also, the diurnal cycle of winds at the river
mouth v.s. the absence of this effect further offshore
(as shown by wind fields at the NDBC buoy) should
be considered. The very light easterly winds during
evening, nighttime, and early morning hours can be
expected to have minimal effect on transport of the
plume waters. Because the present study found that
only 6 to 7% of the plume core area could be
explained by tidal forcing, the dominant forces on
the core plume’s alongshore distribution during the
land breeze hours were waves and, potentially,
Coriolis accelerations which would cause an upcoast
bias. This bias is not apparent in the four morning
image acquisitions available for analysis of the
plume core; the small sample size is not sufficient to
make firm conclusions about the Coriolis influence.
The Tijuana Estuary station data show sea breeze
conditions with increased wind speeds spanning four
to six hours during the day. This contrasts markedly
with wind profiles from the NDBC buoy offshore,
where the diurnal effects were not apparent and the
wind field was usually stronger and much more persistent in speed, often in direction. Therefore, unlike
the shore-anchored plume core components, the
outer, older portions of the river plumes were subject

to stronger, more persistent wind forcing, which, as
previous studies have shown, correlated well with
wind direction.
The spatial detail in plume intensity and extent
available from the aerial imagery is especially relevant in comparing the remotely-sensed plume patterns and field-sampled bacteria concentrations. This
also allowed for evaluation of the possibility of using
high resolution aerial imagery for beach closure
management, potentially in lieu of shoreline bacterial
sampling. Although the correlation in shoreline
areas affected by the freshest effluent discharges was
strong, the accuracy of predicting bacterial contamination from the imagery within the older portion of
the plume was not very high. The present study’s
statistical results should be analyzed with several
important considerations. First, the SDCDEH sampled the shoreline stations approximately every three
days, with daily sampling done at some stations on
occasion. Although some of the study’s aerial
imagery was acquired on the same day as the field
samples were collected, some of the data pairs available for analysis had an imaging-to-field sampling
time difference of up to ±54 hours. Consequently,
the analysis was limited to data pairs that had a time
difference of <48 hrs. Also, data pairs were discarded when a rain event occurred within a sampling
time interval, i.e., when one variable was sampled
before the rain and the other after the rain impact.
Nevertheless, the sampling time interval inherent in
a number of the data pairs can be expected to negatively affect any correlations because the TJR plume
extents and/or class component distributions may
have been somewhat different at the time of the bacterial sampling. Second, indicator bacteria distributions in nearshore waters have been shown to be
patchy (e.g., Boehm and Weisberg 2005, Rosenfeld
et al. 2006) and subject to dilution by rip cell currents (Ahn et al. 2005). Such conditions were not
expected to greatly affect the outcome of sampling
within the plume’s fresh areas where the effluent is
greatly concentrated and sample results always
exceeded maximum possible measurement.
However, in the older, more spread-out and diluted
parts of the plume obscured by sediment resuspension, spatial heterogeneity in bacteria concentrations
could affect correlation outcomes.
The results indicate that the greatest variability,
and hence error contribution, is found in the old
portion (OP) of the plume, which may be relatively
unpolluted or heavily polluted. There are several
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plausible explanations, in addition to the temporal
field sampling vs. image acquisition differences, for
this. As noted, it appears that significant portions
of the OP area are the result of particle resuspension, which may extend the OP area in both time
and space without direct effluent input from the
river itself. This could result in relatively low bacteria concentrations within the OP extents. The OP
is the oldest part of the plume; consequently bacteria in those waters have had the longest residency
time. Their concentration is expected to decrease
with time due to die-off (Davies-Colley et al.
1994), dilution, and sedimentation (Kim et al.
2004). These processes favor patchy distribution
and higher sampling variability. Also, there are
processes that can cause anomalous or temporary
increases in bacteria concentrations, and thus contribute to the high variability within the OP section.
For example, small contaminated runoff sources not
associated with the TJR and not identifiable in the
imagery can cause localized spikes in bacteria counts
within the OP extents. This is especially relevant in
the Playas de Tijuana area to the south and southern
Coronado shores to the north, where single sampling
station exceedances sometimes occur even when
there is no outflow from the TJR. Another phenomenon that appears to cause exceedance bacterial concentrations in the OP section is the First Flush
Effect. For example, imagery acquired on October
18, 2006 after the first significant rainstorm of the
season showed only minimal discharge from the TJR
with spectral characteristics in the OP category.
Shoreline samples taken on October 17–18 measured
total coliform concentrations above the measurement
limit at all stations up to 3400 m away from the river
mouth. It cannot be ascertained if the microorganisms actually entered the ocean through the river
effluent, or were the result of the First Flush Effect
in runoff directly from the surrounding beaches.
While previous studies in different world
regions have identified wind forcing as the most
common transport mechanism affecting the overall
river plume patterns, the present study’s results
show that, at least in the Tijuana River case, wav
field direction is the most influential factor affecting the alongshore propagation of the freshest and
most concentrated runoff effluent that pose the
greatest public health hazard. This conclusion is
likely applicable to other areas, as exemplified by
Ahn et al.’s (2005) findings at the Santa Ana River,
where MODIS imagery showed the overall plume

signature to be directed down-coast, but the transport direction of fecal indicator bacteria in the surf
zone was directed up-coast, in agreement with the
existing wave field from the south.
The freshly discharged, most polluted plume
waters can be readily identified and tracked in the
aerial imagery, suggesting the possibility of utilizing such image data for setting beach closure
boundaries to minimize public health risks. In
addition, limiting beach closures only to the FC and
OC signature areas could result in few, if any,
unnecessary closures. However, this strategy
would be rarely adequate because standard-exceeding indicator bacteria concentrations are very often
found in the surf zone past the plume core boundaries. The alternate strategy – to close the entire
beach zone impacted by FC, OC and OP signatures
could be, based on data available for the present
study, a prudent choice when minimizing health risk
is of prime importance and no other bacteriological
data are available (only 3.3% of standard-exceeding
samples were located outside the total plume boundary). However, the present study’s analysis shows
that this strategy would likely result in significant
(62% for the TJR data) overextension of beach closure boundaries. Because beach closures can result
in significant socioeconomic impacts for affected
regions (King 1999) the desired strategy is to limit
unnecessary closures as much as possible. The sole
use of aerial remote sensing (or high resolution satellite imagery) for beach closure management thus carries important limitations and compromises. Still, in
areas where no field measurements are available,
high resolution multispectral imaging could provide
useful information for decreasing public health risk
exposure to polluted runoff plumes.
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